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Übung 8 : Artificial Chemistry (20 Points)

In this sequence of exercises we will implement a basic artificial chemistry simulator, simulate
a couple of artificial chemistries, and learn how to analyze the simulation output.

Übung 8.1 : Implementation

Implement an artificial chemistry simulator in your favorite language. There is JAVA template
available on the lectures website.

Notes and hints concerning the implementation:

• Use 32 bit integer for molecules. Note that some chemistries will need only much smaller
number of molecular species. In some languages you can “typdef” a type for your molecules
or define a class.

• For defining the reactions (i.e., the reaction network) use two functions:

– reactive :M×M→ {true, false}
Returns true, iff two molecules can react. Note that reactive(a, b) can be different
from reactive(b, a).

– Alternatively: reactive :M×M → R
Returns a propensity at which rate the two molecules would react. It returns 0 if
they cannot react.

– reaction :M×M→M
Returns the molecules produced by two other molecules, if the two molecules can
react. Note that reaction(a, b) can be different from reaction(b, a).

Dynamics: We assume for our simulator second-order catalytic reactions and a flow-reactor
without any spatial structure. The reaction scheme is for a, b ∈M:

a + b→ a + b + reaction(a, b) if reactive(a, b) (1)

Init:

Generate an array of molecules called Population of size populationSize

t = 0 ; counting time in generations

DO UNTIL

FOR step = 0 TO populationSize-1 DO

simulateOneStep(Population)

t = t + 1

OutputLogDate(Population, t)



DONE

Function: SimulateOneStep(Population)

a = Population[randomPosition()]

b = Population[randomPosition()]

IF (reactive(a, b) THEN

Population[randomPosition()] = reaction(a, b)]

ENDFUNCTION

Function: RandomPorition()

RETURN randomInt(0, populationSize-1)

Übung 8.2 : Test with the addition-modulo chemistry

Given a number l the chemistry is defined by:
reaction(a, b) = a + b mod l
and reactive(a, b) = true

(a) Play with different l, e.g. l = 15 and l = 232.

(b) How should we monitor or analyze the dynamics? Just some thoughts, we will discuss this
in the lecture in detail.

Übung 8.3 : Try other artificial chemistries

Invent your own artificial chemistry. The aim could be to get an chemistry that shows chemical
evolution.

Übung 8.4 : Test with the Hypercycle

The simulator can be tested with an explicitly defined reaction network of the hypercycle. The
hypercycle with three elements can be defined as: M = {a, b, c},
R = {a + b→ a + 2b, b + c→ b + 2c, c + a→ c + 2a, a→ ∅, b→ ∅, c→ ∅, }.

A hypercycle with five elements can be defined as:

M = {a, b, c, d, e},
R = {a + b→ a + 2b, b + c→ b + 2c, c + d→ c + 2d, d + e→ d + 2e, e + a→ e + 2a, a→
∅, b→ ∅, c→ ∅, d→ ∅, e→ ∅}

Again we assume that the dilution flow is controlled such that the total amount of molecules
stays constant. Note that a hypercycle of length n can be described by the following ODE

dxi

dt
= ẋi = xi−1 · xi − xi ·

n∑
j=1

(xj−1 · xj) (2)

with xi ≥ 0, i = 1..n,
n∑

i=1

xi = 1 and x0 = xn to close the cycle.

Validate simulator by comparing it with the ODE behavior (by numerical integration of the
ODE, e.g., using octave or a web application like http://www.jens-langner.de/dessolver)

for different initial values for xi (note that
n∑

i=1

xi = 1).

Please submit a short report (ideally with a printout) on your progress (due date
to be announced in the lecture).
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